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ABSTRACT 
Thc stabilized versions of the least squares (LS) and total least squares (TLS) 
methods are two examples of orthogonal projection methods commonly used to 
"solve" the overdetermined system of linear equations AX .~ B when A is nearly 
rank-deficient. In practice, when this system represents the noisy version of an 
exact rank-deficient, zero-residual problem, TLS usually yields a more accurate 
estimate of the exact solution. However, current perturbation theory does not 
justify the superiority of TLS over LS. In this paper we establish a model for or- 
thogonal projection methods by reformulating the parameter estimation problem 
as an equivalent problem of nullspace determination. When the method is based 
on the singular value decomposition of the matrix [A B], the model specializes 
to the well-known TLS method. We derive new lower and upper perturbation 
bounds for orthogonal projection methods in terms of the subspace angle, which 
shows how the perturbation of the approximate nullspace affects the accuracy of 
the solution. In situations where TLS is typically used, such as in signal process- 
ing where the noise-free compatible problem is exactly rank-deficient, our upper 
bounds suggest hat the TLS perturbation bound is usually smaller than the one 
for LS, which means that TLS is usually more robust than LS under perturba- 
tions of all the data. Also, the bounds permit a comparison between the LS and 
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TLS solutions, as well as for any two competing orthogonal projection methods. 
We include numerical simulations to illustrate our conclusions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In numerous applications one is faced with determining the relationship 
between the columns of the data matrix A E Nm×n and the observation 
matrix B E Nmxd (m >_ n + d) in the overdetermined system of linear 
equations 
AX .~. B.  (1.1) 
For example, in spectral estimation this problem must be solved in the for- 
ward or forward-backward linear prediction technique for resolving closely 
spaced sinusoids [1, 20]. Further, (A) in noise-free spectral estimation prob- 
lems A is exactly rank-deficient. 
However, in practice one usually obtains a noisy (1.1) that does not have 
a solution and compatibility must be restored by "fitting" AX ..~ B with a 
compatible system 
= 
and the "correction" matrices are A,4 = A - .4 and AB = B - /~ .  
The least squares (LS) or total least squares (TLS) methods are com- 
monly used to restore (A) compatibility to AX ~ B.  These methods, as 
well as the analysis pertaining to them, are often based on the singular 
value decomposition (SVD). Denote the SVD of A (cf. [7, p. 70]) in the 
dyadic form by 
n 
A = Z.., ~u~v, , (1.2) 
i=1  
! i > 0 and the u~'s, as well ms the v~ s, are where a t > a~ _> ... >_ a s _ 
mutually orthogonal. 
Literature on LS is abundant (e.g., [2, 5, 6, 9]). When A (A) is very 
ill-conditioned, it is well known that small perturbations in A or B may 
cause disproportionately large changes in the ordinary LS solution Xol.s = 
n I IT  i < f ' t ~i=1 vi(u~ B) /a i "  If k _ n denotes the numerical rank o A, the runcated 
LS method stabilizes the solution by solving the related LS problem 
AkX ~ B ,  (1.3) 
k v p7, Note that the approximation of A by Ak is where Ak = ~'-:~=1 a~u~ ~ . 
independent of B and IIAAk[I = a~+ 1, where N" [[ -= I1' 112 denotes the 
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Euclidean norm. Here, one attempts to achieve stability in the solution at 
the expense of a slightly larger residual. A perturbation analysis for the 
truncated LS method for the case d = 1 is given by Hansen in [8]. Let 
k ,u(rB (1.4) 
XLS = E vi t 
i=1 0"~ 
denote the minimum norm LS solution to (1.3). The set SLS of all solutions 
is characterized by SLS = {X I X = A~B + (I - AtkAk)Z VZ E ,~n×d}. 
Equation (1.1) often contains independently and identically distributed 
errors in both A and B. Denote the SVD of [A B] in the dyadic form by 
n+d 
[A B] = Ea iu iv~'  (I.5) 
7=1 
I where al _> a2 >_ ..- _> an+d and the ui s, ,as well as the vFs, are mutually 
orthogonal. In the setting of orthogonal projection methods, van der Sluis 
and Veltkamp [13] provided brief results about the TLS approach to (1.1). 
Golub and Van Loan [6] provided the first analysis of TLS (k = n, d = 1) 
using the SVD, and later the results were extended (k = n, d _> 1) by 
Van Huffel and Vandewalle, who also examined the case where A is exactly 
rank k [14, 15]. 
In TLS we consider a perturbation of A which depends on B, as follows: 
minimize{IliA B] -  [C D]I! 3X such that CX = D}. 
C,D 
For stability reasons (more explicitly, see the TLS perturbation theory 
in Section 3) when the numerical rank of A is k <_ n, the TLS problem 
is reformulated ,as finding the nfinimizer of the constrained optimization 
problem 
minimize II[n B] - [C  DIll (1.6) 
subject to rank C = rank [C D} = k, (1.7) 
provided such a minimizer exists: this will be assumed in this section, and 
enforced in the following sections with a inild condition. (,\) A nearest 
rank-k matrix approximation to [A B] given by 
k 
: 
i=1 
is the most likely candidate for the solution. ]]AA[I is the error in the 
approximation of A by A, and ]][AA A/3]11 = ak+l. The truncated TLS 
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solution, XTLS, is the minimum norm solution to 
2x  = (1.9) 
As proven in [13], the set STLS of solutions to (9) is the same as the set 
of LS solutions to AX ~ S. Thus, STLS = {X [ X = AtB + (I - A~A)Z 
VZ • ~nxd}. 
The purpose ()~) of this paper is to two-fold: First, we develop per- 
turbation theory for orthogonal projection methods. The subspace angle 
plays a key role in our bounds. Second, we specialize our theory to the 
(truncated) LS and (truncated) TLS methods to explain the superiority 
of (truncated) TLS over (truncated) LS observed empirically in the en- 
gineering literature. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we 
establish a model for a general orthogonal projection method M, such as 
LS and TLS, by reformulating the parameter estimation problem as an 
equivalent problem of nullspace determination. When the method is based 
on the SVD of the matrix [A B], the model specializes to the well-known 
TLS method. For an arbitrary orthogonal projection method M, we derive 
lower and upper perturbation bounds for the solutions. The bounds are in 
terms of the subspace angle between approximate nullspaces, which shows 
how the perturbation of the approximate nullspace affects the accuracy of 
the solution. The perturbation result is briefly mentioned in [4], but is 
formulated and explored more thoroughly in this paper. In Section 3 we 
apply the general perturbation bounds to LS and TLS and we then focus 
our attention on the case the noise-free problem is exactly rank-deficient. 
This is a situation where TLS typically applies, such as in signal process- 
ing. Our analysis suggests the TLS bounds are usually smaller than the 
corresponding LS bounds, which means that TLS is usually superior to 
LS under perturbations of all the data. For completeness, we also derive 
bounds for the situation the noise-free coefficient matrix is not exactly 
rank-deficient (however, TLS is not commonly applied to this situation). 
In Section 4 we examine the difference between the LS and TLS solutions 
using the general perturbation bounds as a platform. The bounds actu- 
ally allow for a comparison between the solutions of any two competing 
orthogonal projection methods, such as LS or TLS and a rank-revealing 
QR factorization [3, 4]. Numerical simulations are included in Section 5 
to illustrate the conclusions. Finally, we summarize our conclusions in 
Section 6. 
At this point we introduce notation and definitions used in this paper. 
Superscripts T and t denote the transpose and Moore-Penrose pseudoin- 
verse of a matrix, respectively. Let T~(D) and Af(D) denote the range and 
kernel of the matrix D. Lowercase Greek letters are scalars. 
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DEFINITION [6, p. 75]. Given (A) D • NP×q, PD • Npxp is the orthog- 
onal projection onto n(D) if 7e(PD) = 7e(D), P~ = PD, and pT = PP. 
DEFINITION [18]. The matrix C is an acute perturbation of D if [[Pc - 
PD[[ < 1 and [ [Per -PoT[ [  < 1. We also say that C and D are acute. 
Finally, the next definition allows one to compare two subspaces. 
DEFINITION [6, p. 76]. Suppose 7~(C) and 7~(D) are equidimensional 
subspaces of ~3~ q. (A) We define the distance between these two subspaces 
by s ine -- I[Pc - PDI[, where ¢ is the subspace angle between the two 
subspaces. 
2. GENERAL MODEL AND PERTURBATION BOUNDS 
In this section we establish a model for a general orthogonal projection 
method M, such as LS or TLS, by reformulating the parameter estimation 
problem as an equivalent problem of nullspace determination and by pro- 
viding lower and upper perturbation bounds for the solutions. The bounds 
apply to any parameter estimation method which can be reformulated as 
an equivalent problem of nullspace determination. The key is to determine 
an orthonormal basis Y for the nullspace of a compatible system which 
approximates AX ~ B (or a basis for an approximate nullspace of [A B]) 
followed by a change of basis. 
This information can be readily extracted, for example, from the SVD, 
URV, or ULV decomposition, and indirectly from a rank-revealing QR de- 
composition of [A B]. As shown by [3, 4] a rank-revealing QR factoriza- 
tion can be used to compute a solution based on an approximate nullspace. 
Stewart [11] proposed a method which employs a two-sided orthogonal 
decomposition to determine an approximate nullspace of a matrix (for sub- 
spa~:e tracking). An efficient implementation f the ULV or URV algorithm 
to compute a TLS solution is proposed in [17]. The choice is usually gov- 
erned by the desired accuracy and the computational nd implementation 
requirements. 
We shall now present he model. Denote by XM the minimum norm 
solution to 
AX = B, (2.1) 
where [A B] is a rank-k matrix approximation to [A B] based on method 
M, and [AA AB] = [A B] - [A B]. The following result gives a sufficient 
condition for the existence of XM, i.e., the compatibility of (2.1). 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let P • Nm×m represent an orthogonal.projection ma- 
trix, [2 B] = P[A B], and AA= A-  A. Then mZ = S is compatible 
provided I[AA[I < a~. 
Proof. See [41. • 
This condition means that 2 must be an acute perturbation of Ak. The 
solution set SM is characterized by 
SM = {X I X = 2*B + (I - 2 '2 )Z  VZ • ~n×a}. (2.2) 
Let IA B] = [A B] + [AA AB] represent a perturbation of [A B]. Let 
[2 denote a Lank-k matrix approximation to [A B] based on method 
M and define [AA A B] = [A B]-[A B]. We shall always assume the mild 
condition ][AA[] + HAA[I < a~. By Theorem 2.1, .4X = B is compatible. 
Denote by XM the minimum norm solution to 
From (2.1) we have 
Now, let the columns of 
Y= [Y11Y2 ' with 
.~x = ~. (2.a) 
[A B] - Id  
Y1 E ~nx(,~-k+d) and Y2 E ~dx(n-k+d) 
form an orthonormal basis for the kernel of [A BI, denoted Af([A BI). 
Since 
it follows that 
T¢ 
for some Sy E ~{n-k+d)xd 
system 
( [X l I ] )  c-- 7~ ([YY:]) ' 
d .24.  
This yields the underdetermined compatible 
YzSy = --Id. (2.5) 
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The general (A) solution set is {Sy  [ Sy  = -Y~ + (I - Y tY2)Z ,  VZ E 
!~(n-k+d)xd}. Taking the norm of both sides of (2.4), we get 
X/1 + [IXMII 2 = IISyll. 
Since XM is the minimum norm solution, we take Z = 0 to get Sy  = -Y~.  
Therefore, 
X M = - Y, YJ = - Y, Y?  (Y2 y, T )  -1 
It can also be shown that if the columns of Z = [Z~ r zT] T are orthonormal 
and span the orthogonal complement of T~(Y), then 
XAI = z1zT( Id -  z2zT)  -1 
In addition, if Q c N(n-k+d) x(.-k+d) is an orthogonal matrix such that 
n-k  d 
0 d, 
where F is a (A) nonsingular upper triangular matrix, then it follows that 
XM = -Y IY . J  = - (Y1Q)(Y2Q)  t
=-[D C][0 r] t 
=--[D C] IF0_, ] 
= - -CF-  ~ (2.6) 
and one only needs to solve a triangular system of equations to com- 
pute XM. 
If M = TLS, then this model specializes to the well-known computation 
of the TLS solution by Golub and Van Loan [6] for k = n, Van Huffel 
and Vandewalle [15], and Zoltowski [21]. We remark that the generalized 
CS theorem [10] can be invoked to develop relationships similar to those 
presented in [16, Chapter 3] for the full rank (k = n) TLS model. 
Now, if Z = [Z T zT]  T denotes another orthonormal basis for Af([A B]), 
then the "orthogonal Procrustes" problem (cf. [7, p. 582]) for Y and Z 
can be solved with zero residual, i.e., there exists an orthogonal matrix Q 
satisfying Z = YQ.  Then 
XM = -Y1 Yt2 = _y IQQT y t = ( -Y IQ)  (Y2Q) t = -z l  z t,2 
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which means choice of basis isun~mportant and the solution is completely 
determined by the kernel of [A B]. 
Assume the mild condition max(llA,411, [IAAII + IIAAI]) < a~ is satisfied, 
and let the columns of Y denote an orthonormal basis for JV'([A B]). Let 
-Q E ~(n-k+d)×(n-k+a) be an orthogonal matrix such that 
n-k  d 
0 d, 
Then X'M = -Y1Y~ -- __~-1 .  Thus, 
Let W E ~(n+d)xn denote an orthonormal matrix with the partition 
n 
such that wT[c  r r r ]  r = 0 ( I )  (i.e., W "completes the space"). Prom 
Equation (2.7) it follows that 
and consequently 
Note that 
denotes the sine of the subspace angle between 
T~( [C] )  and T~( [~] ) .  
We are now ready to present he main result of this section. 
(2.9) 
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THEOREM 2.2. Denote [A B] = [A B] + [AA AB]. Let X M and-XM 
denote the minimum norm solutions to the compatible sA]stemsAX -~ B and 
.AX = B obtained from method M, provided max([]AA[I, I[AA[[ + ][AA[I ) < 
a' k. Then 
sinCM _< ]]XM --XM[]-< sinCM V/1 + IIXMI[2~/1 + I[XM[[ 2, 
where CA, is the subspace angle between T~([c]) and T~([~]). 
Proof. From the CS theorem [10], since 
is an orthogonal matrix where W1 and 1" are square matrices; we know that 
~',~n(W~) = III'-'1[. From (9)we hav~, 
O' ,n in (Wl ) [ l 'X 'M - XMII < I IWf (XM -- XM)]I 
< sineM[Ir II, 
or 
fXM - XM[] <_ sincMl[F-~]l~rm:n(Wl) • 
Hence, it follows that 
IIXM - XM IJ -< sin ¢^, l i t - '  I[ l i t -  ~11 
= sinCM V/1 + IIX,vll?v/1 + [IXMll 2, 
and this proves the upper bound. To prove the lower bound, 
IIXM - XMll > []W~(XM - x.)l[ 
- - . _ [  
_> sinCM a,nin(F ) 
_>_ sin CM, 
since ~,nin(F -I) >_ i. • 
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We remark that Theorem 2.2 may also be applied to the situation where 
XM and XM are determined by different orthogonal projection methods; 
we pursue this matter in Section 4 only for the case IIAA[I = 0. 
Theorem 2.2 shows that for method M every perturbation [AA AB] 
which makes T¢([c]) equal to T¢([~]) makes .4X = B compatible and 
yields the same solution XM. The perturbations [AA AB] which achieve 
this are characterized by 
[AA AB] = -[AA AB] + H T, (2.10) 
where 7¢(H) 3_ T¢([c]). Thus various perturbations may produce the same 
solution. For arbitrary [AA AB] we conclude that for method M the per- 
turbation effect depends upon the noise distribution in 7"¢([~]). Van Huffel 
and Vandewalle [16, p. 190] reached the same conclusion (2.10) for the 
perturbation effects in the full rank TLS problem. 
Theorem 2.2 also shows as soon as 7"¢([c]) is perturbed such that 0 < 
sin¢M, the new solution XM cannot coincide with XM. In the presence 
of noise [AA AB], the best accuracy an orthogonal projection method 
M can achieve is measured by sin¢M. Finally, the square root in the 
perturbation bound is actually a "condition number" for the orthogonal 
projection method; cf. [4]. 
Hereafter we denote by 
sinOM = IIYY T - Y--YTII 
the sine of the subspace angle between A/'([,4 /3]) and N([,4 B]). Al- 
though the columns of [C T rT] T and [~T ~TIT are nullvectors of [,4 /~] 
and [A B], respectively, generally sin¢M ~ sin0M. 
A straightforward approach for finding an upper bound for sin¢M in 
terms of familiar parameters appears difficult; hence we approach the prob- 
lem by first finding an upper bound for sin OM. There are several reasons 
why we might be interested in such a bound: 
(1) sin ¢M = sin0M whenever k = n, a situation that arises in many 
applications. 
(2) An upper bound for sin0M in terms of familiar parameters i fea- 
sible. These (A) results provide additional insight, especially when 
the coefficient matrix A is exactly rank deficient and the system 
is compatible---in these situations TLS typically applies, such as in 
signal processing, and hence it is worth exploring. 
(3) We can bound sin ~M by sin OM plus a term, as follows. 
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Define, the projection matrices Py = yyT ,  PC',[" = [C T FT]T[cT FTI, 
= yg ' r  1~c:,r = [-cT ~T].r[-cT yr], PD = [D T 0]T[D r 0], and /~o = 
[~r  0],r[~T 0]. Using the facts Py = PD + Pc.r, ~ = P~D + P~c,V, 
Pl)Pc:.I" = 0, and P-sP-d,V = 0, then for any vector z 6 N,+d 
II(PY - P~)z l ;  2 = II(PD - PV)~il ~ + II(Pc.F - P~.~)~[I ~
- ~QPDr~, r  ~- P-~DPC.r + Pc',rP-.. + P-e.rPD)~. 
In particular, if zr is a unit vector such that [IPe:.r - Pv,rll = 1! ( /9 ( : . i "  - 
Pv.p)zr [1, then 
sineM < Sm0M + eat, 
where 
eM -- ]zr'r ( PDPe,p + P-gPc'.r + P,: j 'Po + PV F PD ) zI" --II (PD - P-~o)Zrl[21 x/2 
Note that eM = 0 whenever k = ft. 
Our mmlerical experiments in Section 5 suggest eM _< sin OM, and ex- 
perimentally we observed sin ¢M < 2sin0at. Although there may exist 
counterexamples, wedid not encounter any. 
The above-mentioned reasons motivate us to bound sin 0M in terms of 
- -  ~ v v 
the fittings [A B] and [A B], corrections, and the perturbation. First, we 
need to state some useful results. 
LEMMA 2.1 [13]. Let [C D] :: [C D]+[AC AD] where "C D] is ob- 
tained by/orthogonal projection. Then [C /)]t[AC AD] = 0. 
LEMMA 2.2 [18, Theorem 3.14]. If C is an acute perturbation of D, with 
C' :: D -  E, then [IC t - Dt[[ _< pl[Ct[[llDt[[[[El[, where p = (1 + v~)/2. 
We are ready to derive an upper bound for sin OM. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let['A B] = [A B]+[AA AB] with[A B] and[.4 B] 
obtained byorthogonal projection using method M. Define p = (1 + v'~)/2. 
Umax([[AA]!, ]IA,4[[ + [[AA[[) < ~ then 
sin0M < iliA B]tBBBB[AA AB]Ii 
+,i l IA Ntlilf[~. ~]tl!lilA B] - [•  ~]lillzX2 zX~ll, 
v v 
where OM is the largest subspace angle between, N'([A B]) and A/'([A B]). 
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Proof. Let R± =- I -[A B]t[A B]. Then 
sinOM=[l[A Blt[A B]-[,4 ~]t[,~ 5ill 
=I[[A S]*[m BIR±]] 
= IlIA B]*([A /~]- [A B])~±II 
<II[A B]*([~ ~]- [~ B])II 
= ]][A B]t([AA AB]-[A.4 A~])II 
=II[A B]~[AA AB]-([A /3]~-[~ ~]t)[A* ~B]II 
_< IlIA BJ~IIII[AA AB]]] + [1[, ~, J~]* -[,'~ B}~IIII[A* AB][I 
_<Ilia B]*IIII[AA AB]ll 
+~ll[A B]*IIII[A B]*llll[a B]-[~ ~]llll[A,~ Ab][I. 
The last inequality follows from Lemma 2.2. 
This proof follows a similar line of reasoning to an argument by van der 
Sluis and Veltkamp [13]. Note that in Theorem 2.3 
~I[[A B]~lbll[A B]~[III[A B]-[/ ,  B]II[[[ A-~ /XB]II 
<<II[A B]~IIII[AA AB]II 
provided [AA AB] is not too large and (2.1) is not too incompatible. This 
is illustrated in the next section when we see how Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 may 
be used to derive perturbation theory for the popular orthogonal projection 
methods LS and TLS. 
3. LS AND TLS PERTURBATION BOUNDS 
In this section we use the general perturbation bounds in Section 2 
to derive new upper perturbation bounds for LS and TLS by bounding 
the subspace angle. In Section 3.1 we examine the special case where 
rankA = k and AX = B is compatible, which is typical in spectral esti- 
mation problems. Our upper bounds suggest hat the TLS perturbation 
bound is usually smaller than the one for LS. This in turn suggests that 
TLS is usually more robust than LS under perturbations of all the data 
and explains the superiority of TLS over LS observed by many in various 
applications (e.g., see [16] and the references cited therein). In Section 
3.2 we will investigate the more general (but less useful) case when the 
noise-free coefficient matrix is nearly rank-deficient and the system (2.1) is 
incompatible. 
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3.1. Bounds When rankA=k and AX = B 
In many sinusoidal frequency estimations problems (e.g., see [12, 20]), 
the coefficient matrix A has rankk < n, and Ax = b (d = 1) is compatible in 
the absence of any noise. The elements of the solution x are the coefficients 
of a polynomial 
P(z  -1) = 1 - ~'~ xiz  - i ,  
i=1 
and the true frequencies are determined from the angular position of the 
roots of P(z )  on the unit circle. However, due to the presence of noise, 
one has to estimate the polynomial coefficients from a perturbed problem 
Ax ~ b. and consequently this corrupts the computed frequencies. 
For now we shall assume rank A = k and AX = B is compatible; hence the 
LS and TLS solutions coincide: X0 = XLS = XTLS- Letting [A B] = [A B] + 
[AA AB], denote by Ak the nearest rank-k approximation to A = Ak + 
AAk. Wc must solve the truncated LS problem AkX ~ B. Thisis equiva- 
lent to finding the minimum norm solution XLs to the compatible system 
m 
AkX = Bk, (3.1) 
where Bk = AkA~B is the orthogonal projection of B. From the results in 
Section 2, it remains to bound the subspace angle sin CLS, which in turn 
requires an upper bound for sin0as: 
sin0Ls=dist( J~([A B]),A/'([Ak Bk])). 
We are also interested in solving AX ~ B in the truncated TLS sense. 
Let [A B] £ d~_~=l gri?ZiYi T denote tile nearest rank-k approximation to 
[-f4 1~] =- Ei~=+~ -~i~i~i T. Then TLS finds the minimum norm solution X-'rLS 
to the compatible system 
,,~X := J~. (3.2) 
In a similar manner as above, it remains to bound the subspace angle 
sin CTI,S, which in turn requires an upper bound sin OWLS: 
sin0TL s = dist(Af([A B]),,~'([A J~])). 
TttEOREM 3.1. Assume the rank of A is k, and let Xo denote the 
min imum (A) norrn solution to the compatible .system AX = B. Let 
[A B] = [A B] + [AA AB], and denote by XLS and XTLS the perturbed 
min imum norwt solutions as above, provided ][[AA AB][] < cr' k. Then the 
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following perturbation bounds hold: 
sin q~LS _~ IIXo -XLs [ [  -~ sin eLSe/1 + HXo[[ 2 W/1 + [[X-Ls][ 2, 
where 
JI[AA AB]II 
sinCLS <_ + eLS; 
a~: -IIAA]] 
sinCTLS <_ [[Xo -X-TLSH ~-- sinCTLSV/1 + [IXo[] 2 ~/1 + []XTLsl] 2, 
where 
II[AA ,'XB] 11 
sin CTLS ~-- + £TLS- 
Proof. From Theorem 2.2 and Section 2, we have (A) sin (~LS ~ sin 0LS + 
eLS and sinCTLS _< sin0TLS + eTLS, SO it remains to bound sin0TLS and 
sin 0LS. The assumptions imply I][AA A/~]][ = I][AAk Rk]ll = 0, where 
Rk = B-  AXLs. We could determine a bound using Theorem 2.3; however, 
under the conditions of this theorem, it is possible to eliminate a term 
bounding the subspace angle. In direct analogy to Theorem 2.3, 
sin 0Ls = l] [A u]t[A B] - [Ak  Bklt[Ak B~]II 
= II[Ak Bk]t[Ak Bkl--[Ak Bk]t[Ak Bk]ll 
<11[Ak ~k]t([Ak Bk] - [ ]k  B~])II 
= II[Ak Bk] t ([Am AB] + [AAk Rk])ll 
=ll[Ak Bk]t[AA AB]II 
<ll[Ak Bk]t[III[AA AB]II 
< II[AA AB]II 
- o'~ -II/',AII ' 
A similar argument will show that 
sinOTLs=[[[A B]t[A BI - [A  
=I[[A B]t[A B] - [A  
_< I1[~ .~]t([3. ~1_  [~ 
= I1[,'~ B]t([AA AB] + [A,4 
=]1[,4 ~]t[AA ABII] 
<_II[Y, B]tlIII[/XA ,'XB]II 
< II{AA ABlll 
- ok - I [[AA ,",B]II' 
B]t[A B]I] 
Blt [A- Bli[ 
AB])II 
Thus the desired results follow from Theorem 2.2 and Section 2. • 
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Neglecting eLS and eTLS, it appears the upper bound for the TLS sub- 
space angle is smaller than the upper bound for the LS subspace angle-- 
since cry. _< O'k. In fact, we conclude that the superiority of TLS improves as 
CPk/O" ~ increases, ak can increase when the columns of B have an nontrivial 
orientation along the k ~a left singular vector of A, namely, u~.. 
In our numerical simulations in Section 5, sinCTLS and sin0TLS are 
usually less than sin CLs and sin0LS, respectively. This demonstrates (A) 
TLS usually produces a more accurate stimate of the true solution X0 to 
the zero residual, rank-deficient problem AX = B. Due to the tightness 
of the bounds, TLS usually produces a more accurate stimate than LS. 
because the TLS subspaces are less sensitive to noise. 
Both techniques are enhanced by increasing the respective kth singular 
value, which in turn decreases the sensitivity of its subspace to pertur- 
bations. The results in Tables 1 and 3 (Section 5) illustrate this phe- 
nomenon. When I[[AA AB][[/O.~. << 1, the two techniques produce similar 
solutions. 
3 2. Bounds When the Numerical rank of A is k and AX ~ B 
Now we wish to find perturbation bounds under the more general con- 
ditions AX = B is incompatible and the numerical rank of A is k. Again. 
we turn to finding an upper bound for sin 0TLS and sin 0LS. 
Letting [A B] = [A B] + [AA AB], denote by Ak the nearest rank-k 
approximation to A = Ak + AAk .  Then we must solve the problems 
Ak X -~ B and Ak X .~ B 
in the LS sense. This is equivalent to finding the minimum norm solutions 
to the compatible systems 
AkX = Bk and AkX = Bk (3.3) 
where Bk = AkAtkB and Bk = AkA~B are orthogonal projections of B 
and B, respectively, l~rom the results in Section 2, it remains to bound the 
subspace angle sin 0LS: 
sin0LS = dist(Af([Ak Bk]),Af([Ak Bk])) 
----H[Ak Bk]t[Ak Bk]-[Ak Bk]t[Ak Bk]][ 
<[l[& Bk]'llll[ AA AB][I +tLS 
where tLs =-~ll[Ak Bk]tllll[Ak Bk]tllll[Ak Bk]-[Ak BkJrlll[aAk Rk]ll and 
R.~ = B - A ~LS is the residual. It remains to bound the individual terms. 
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By the interlacing property of singular values [7, p. 428] it follows that 
1 -- 1 
I I [& Bk]tll <- o'~ and I I[& Bk]tll -< o'~ -II/XAI[ " 
If we define 
Pu '  = [u i ,  . . . ' ' . .  and " , uk ] [u , ,  " , k J  . ,u . l [u , ,  . ,u ' J  PV'~ = [~ '~, ' "  - ,  - ,  . .  ~ ,  ~T 
then 
I[[Ak Bk] - [Ak Bk]ll = UPu,.[A B] - P~,[-~ -Blll 
= II(Pu,k - PU , ) [A  B] - PU'~ [AA AB]I I 
_< sinflLS[l[A BILl + II[AA AB]LI. 
Here, sinflLS = IlPu;~ - PU, k H and ilLS denotes the subspace (A) angle be- 
tween T4(Ak) = T4([Ak Bk]) and ~(Ak) = T4([A'k Bk]). Further, it follows 
from Wedin's [18] perturbation bounds for singular subspaces that 
s in  IlLS --<~ 
IIAAII 
a t - a~+ 1 - ] lAA l l  " 
Define otLS by 
ans = p (sinflLsll[A BIll + I][AA AB]ll)ll[AAk Rk]H (3.4) 
a~ (a~, - LlaAII) 
Then tLS _~ OtLS and therefore 
II[AA AB]II 
sinOLS < a~ + O~LS. (3.5) 
Under the reasonable circumstances AkX ,~ B is not too incompatible 
and II [AA AB]II is not too large, the first term dominates C~LS. If the upper 
bound is not too pessimistic, then sin0Ls ~ II[AA ABI l I /a  ~. 
k T Now we will find upper bounds for TLS. Let [A B] = ~,=1 ~,~iV~ de- 
- - -  n + d - -  - -  - -  T note the nearest rank-k approximation to [A B] = ~-~,=1 a~u~v~ . Then 
TLS finds the minimum norm solutions to the compatible systems 
.4X =/~ and AX= B. (3.6) 
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In a similar manner to the above, 
sinOTLs = dist(A/'([A B]),Af([A B])) 
=[[[A B]t[A B]-[A Blt[A B][! 
_< I[[AA ABIII + tTLS 
O'k 
where tTLS ~- ulI[.4 B]*IIII[-~ B]*III![.4 B]-[.~" B]I[[[[ A-~ ZX~]I!. Note that 
1 1 ill, ~ ~]t[]_~__ and 11[.,4 B]tll_< 
a~: a,¢,: - II [AA &BIll 
If we define, 
P~J~ = [~,,.-. ,~d[~,,.. . ,u~] ~ and @~ = [~, . . . ,~1[~ .... ,~] r  
then 
Ill ~ /~1- [A BIll = II(Pu~ - P/Tu~)[ A B] -  Pg~[AA AB][ I 
<_ sin~,rasll[A BIll + II[AA AB]I [, 
where sinflTLS -- [[Pvk - PUpil and /']TI,S denotes the subspace angle be- 
tween TO(A) = 7¢([A B]) and 7¢(,4) = ~({A B]). Further, from the per- 
turbation of singular subspaces in [16, 18], it follows that 
sin/3TLS _< 
II[AA AB][[ 
ak - ~k+l --II[AA ABJI$" 
Define C~TL S by 
/~ (sin flwl,s [l [A B]II+II[AA ~B]II)If[A~ A~]II (:3.7) 
(XTI,S = 
ak(ak -[I[AA AB]II) 
Then it follows tTLS <_ OtTLS and 
II[AA Ag]lf 
sin 0TL S ( -I- (i"I'LS. (3.8) 
(Yk 
Under reasonable circumstances a above, the first term dominates ~TLS- 
When the upper bound is not overly pessimistic then sin0TLS 
[][AA AB]II/ak. Thus we have proved the following result. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A and [A B] have the SVD as in (2) and let [A B] = 
[A B]+ [AA AB], and let XLS, XLS and XTLS, XTLS denote the minimum 
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norm solutions as above, respectively, provided II[AA AB]II < a~¢ - ak+~. 
Then the following perturbation bounds hold: 
sinCLs < [[XLs- XLSll-< sin CLS¢I + [[XLs[12¢1 + IIXLsll 2, 
where 
sin~lLS _< ]][AA AB]]] + aLS + el,S; 
sinCwLs _< [[XTLs --XTLSll --< sinCTLSX/1 + I[XTLs[lUll + [IX-'rLSll 2, 
where 
IlgXA ZxB]ll 
s in  OTLS ~ + ~TLS + £TLS- 
(7 k 
4. BOUNDS ON IIXLs - XTLSl l  
In this section we examine bounds on [IXLs -- XTLS[ I using the general 
perturbation bound as a platform. Other bounds are given in [19]. As 
usual, we shall assume the general condition 
! 
ak > ak+l ~ ""  >_ cYn+d for some k<n.  
TIIEOREM 4.1. Let A and [A B~^have the usual SVD. Let Rk = B - 
= . ' then AXLs ,  XLS = -C 'F  '-1, XTLS -CF  -1 I fak+l  < a k 
sin0 < HXLs - XTLSH <_ sin 0 V/1 + [IXLsN2x/1 + ]]XTLsll 2, 
where ~) is thee subspace angle between 7~([C 'r F/r] T) and 7~([C T pT]T), 
sine <: (pak+l(2ak+l + I]R~[[)/a~ 2 + e), and p = (1 + v/-5)/2. 
Pro@ 
2.3, we need only bound sin 0: 
s in0=l l [A t?]t[A B] - [Ak Bk]t[Ak Bk]ll 
</~[[[fi, .5]tllll[Ak Bk]*[I IlIA B] - [Ak 
_< (2ak+a ÷ IIR lI>k+l 
(7 k 
/.t ~2 
_< - -  (2~k+l + IIRkll)ak+l; 
~k 
hence tile upper bound for sin ¢ follows. 
Using sin 4) <_ sin 0-t-e, II[AA AB] ]1 = 0, and Theorems 2.2 and 
B 1LLLL[a  A ]ll 
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Note that if AX = B (,~) is compatible and rankA = k, then XLs = 
XTLS, as expected from [14]. The proof of Theorem 4.1 shows that when 
A has a well-determined gap in its singular value spectrum and At;X ~ B 
is not too incompatible, then the subspace angle between the LS and TLS 
approximate nullspace is O(( tTk+l / tT tk )  2 )  (whenever e is sufficiently, small). 
Numerical experiments (ef. Table 5 in Section 5) confirm this observation. 
By Theorem 4.1, we conclude provided the LS and TLS problems are not 
too ill conditioned (i.e., x/1 + IlXLsll 2 and V/1 + IlXTi,Sll 2 not too large). 
this ratio then plays an influential role in determining the similarities and 
differences by estirnatin 9 the angle between the LS and TLS approximate 
nullspaces. Table 5 illustrates in~ ~ O((ak+l/a'k) 2) and summarizes the 
results of numerical simulations which are relevant o Theorem 4.1. 
5. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 
aL~-I 
\a3,'- 1 
which is denoted 
In this section we present he results of some computer simulations to 
illustrate our theory• As (A) mentioned earlier, we consider examples where 
the coefficient matrix of the noise-frc~ compatible problem is exactly rank- 
deficient, mainly because this is the situation where TLS has experienced 
SlI(:COS8. 
In the (A) following Matlab computer simulations we considered the 
problem of resolving sinusoids with closely spaced frequencies in a noisy 
environment using the forward linear prediction (FLP) model in root form 
We estimate the FLP coefficients {~i} from the noisy problem 
gL a2 J22 aL+2 
• . . ~ . . 
aN-2  "" a N -- L :I; L \ 7l ~i / 
A-x ~ T~. (5.1) 
Here, (,X) [A B] = [A B] + [AA AB], Ax = b ~s compatible, and rankA = 
p, where p is tile number of complex exponentials. The dimensions of the 
problem are as follows: A is (N - L) x L, x is L × 1, b is (N - L) x l. and 
N - L > L > p. Finally, N is the number of measured observations and L 
is the prediction order. 
In the following two cases p =: 4, the exact solution Xo satisfies IIx011 :: 
t.1214, and the frequencies are spax:ed according to f l  = 0.451} Hz and 
f2 = 0.459 Hz. We define f0 = If1 f2], and define its TLS and LS estimates 
by fTLS and fLS, respectively. 
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TABLE 1 
CASE 1: COMPARISON OF TRUNCATED LS AND TRUNCATED TLS BOUNDS a 
a [[f0 -- f LSH sinCLS [Ix0 -- ~LS[[ s inCLS~'~" 
7.0E--05 4.0441E--04 1.1852E--02 1.9107E--02 2.6658E--02 
9.0E--05 6.2276E--04 1.7439E--02 2.8477E--02 3.9141E--02 
1.0E--04 7.1727E--04 1.9075E--02 3.1535E--02 4.2703E--02 
3.0E--04 2.9938E--03 9.4030E--02 1.6094E--01 1.9953E--01 
5.0E--04 8.2532E--02 2.2696E--01 3.7142E--01 4.4328E--01 
7.0E--04 2.3703E--01 4.0881E--01 6.3515E--01 7.4136E--01 
9.0E--04 2.0758E--01 5.2861E--01 8.0701E--01 9.1886E--01 
1.0E--03 2.5522E--01 5.6893E--01 8.6304E--01 9.7877E--01 
o" [If0 -- fTLS[[ sin gbTLS HX0 -- XTLS]I sinCTLS~'V C" 
7.0E-05 3.5291E--04 1.1169E--02 1.7681E--02 2.5221E--02 
9.0E--05 5.7031E--04 1.6297E--02 2.6136E--02 3.6823E--02 
1.0E--04 6.0568E--04 1.6928E--02 2.7049E--02 3.8204E--02 
3.0E--04 1.7934E--03 5.8442E--02 9.2296E--02 1.3185E--01 
5.0E--04 2.8366E--03 1.1965E--01 1.8967E--01 2.7202E--01 
7.0E--04 4.3220E--02 2.3929E--01 3.7800E--01 5.3751E--01 
9.0E--04 1.8734E--01 4.0433E--01 6.2839E--01 8.3911E--01 
1.0E--03 3.0808E--01 4.3969E--01 6.8327E--01 9.0609E--01 
aUnder perturbations of the compatible system Ax = b by noise 
[AA AB] from the normal distribution with mean 0 and standard de- 
viation a. The frequencies are /1 -- 0.450 Hz and /2 = 0.459 Hz, and 
N=55and L= 14. 
CASE 1. IN = 55, L = 14] The  s ingular  value spect rum of A is 
a(A)  = {0.19250,0.14654,0.16240 x 10-1 ,0 .49645 × 10-2 ,0 , . . .  ,0}. 
CASE 2. [N = 65, L = 14] The  s ingular  value spect rum of A is 
a(A)  = {0.19284, 0.14732,0.23800 × 10-1 ,0 .73616 x 10 -2,  0 , . . . ,  0}. 
In  both  cases we per turbed  the  compat ib le  system Ax = b by s t ruc ture -  
preserv ing  noise [AA AB]  f rom the  normal  d i s t r ibut ion  w i th  mean zero. 
The  s tandard  dev iat ion  of  the  noise, a,  ranged from 7 x 10 -5 to 1 x 10 -3.  
Tab le  1 summar izes  the LS and TLS  results for case 1, and Tab le  2 sum- 
mar izes  the  results  for the  cor respond ing  subspace angles. Tab le  3 sum- 
mar izes  the  results  for case 2, and Tab le  4 summar izes  the  results for the  
cor respond ing  subspace angles. The  values in these tables represent  he  
average of the  outcomes  of 50 trials. The  results  of each tr ia l  are captured  
in the  h i s togram in F igure  1 to complement  he  mean values. 
In Tables  1 and 2 we see that  the  lower and upper  bounds  prov ide 
real ist ic  es t imates  of  the  error. As suggested by Theorem 3.1, our  numer ica l  
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FIC. 1. The  frequency h istograms of the t runcated LS and TLS solutions to the noisy 
linear prediction problems. 
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TABLE 2 
CASE 1: COMPARISON a OF sin 4~LS AND sin 0LS AND OF 
sin CTLS AND sin 0TL S 
a sin CLS sin OLS + £LS sin 0LS 
7.0E--05 1.1852E--02 2.0062E--02 1.3971E--02 
9.0E--05 1.7439E--02 2.8956E--02 2.0255E--02 
1.0E--04 1.9075E--02 3.1608E--02 2.2269E--02 
3.0E--04 9.4030E--02 1.5231E--01 1.0588E--01 
5.0E--04 2.2696E--01 3.9331E--01 2.6826E--01 
7.0E--04 4.0881E--01 7.7458E--01 5.3256E--01 
9.0E--04 5.2861E--01 1.0965e+00 73413E--01 
1.0E--03 5.6893E--01 1.2082e+00 8.0349E--01 
a sin q~TLS sin 0TL S + ¢:TLS sin 0TL S 
7.0E--05 1.1169E--02 1.8890E--02 1.3293E-02 
9.0E--05 1.6297E--02 2.8381E--02 1.9150E--02 
1.0E--04 1.6928E-- 02 2.9531 E-- 02 2.0149E-- 02 
3.0F--04 5.8442E--02 1.0246E--01 6.9508E--02 
5.0E--04 1.1965E--01 2.0429E--01 1.4330E--01 
7.0E--04 2.3929E--01 4.1235E--01 2.9021E--01 
9.0E--04 4.0433E--01 7.6255E--01 5.3041E--01 
1.0E--03 4.3969E--01 8.4100E--01 5.7799E--01 
aThe frequnci(~ are f l  
N = 55 and L = 14. 
= 0.450 Hz and f2 = 0.459 llz, and 
results indicate that the method with the smaller subspace angle produces 
a more accurate solution. These simulations illustrate tile TLS subspaces 
usually "filter" more noise than the LS subspaces, and consequently, tile 
TLS solutions provide more accurate stimates than LS in the perturbation 
of zero-residual problems. In addition, a,s suggested by Theorem 3.1, Tables 
1 and 3 illustrate that a larger kth singular value 
0.49645 × 10 -2 vs. 0.73616 × 10 -2 for LS 
and 
0.64353 x 10 -2 vs. 0.94786 × 10 -2 for TLS. 
produces less sensitive subspaces, and hence better parameter estimates. 
In Tables 2 and 4 we see that sin ¢M is realistically appraised by sin 0M 
and that mostly eM _< sin 0M (M = LS or TLS). 
Now we discuss some computer simulations relevant o Theorem 3.1. In 
the following Matlab computer simulations, we chose A E ~30× 10 with the 
singular value spectrum satisfying numerical rank A < rank A as follows: 
a(A) = {1,0.5,0.2,0.1,0.05,0.03,0.01, as,' a9,' a~0 } (5.2) 
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"FABLE 3 
CASE 2: COMPARISON OF TRUNCATED LS AND TRUNCATED TLS B()UNDS a 
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r7 lifo - fLsll sin (;bLS Ilxo - ~.,.sll sin 0LSX/:x/: 
7.0E--05 3.3610E--04 6.6645E--03 1.0884E--02 1.5012E--02 
9.0E--05 4.5089E--04 8.5048E--03 1.3877E--02 1.9151E--02 
1.0E--04 5.1025E--04 1.0338E--02 1.6925E--02 2.3237E--02 
3.0E--04 2.0950E--03 4.9285E--02 8.6829E--02 1.0746E--01 
5.0E--04 3.4182E--03 1.2037E--01 2.0965E--01 2.4994E--01 
7.0E--04 7.2137E--02 2.2184E--01 3.6528E--01 4.3398E--01 
9.0E--04 1.6100E--01 3.3563E--01 5.3320E--01 6.1917E--()1 
1.0E--03 2.2166E--01 4.1923E--01 6.5215E--01 7.5308E--01 
lifo - fTLsll sin q~TLS Ilxo -- ~TLSII sin CTI,S\/Tx/7 
7.0E--05 3.0564E--04 6.1604E--03 9.7787E--03 1.3907E--02 
9.()E--05 4.2490E--04 8.1620E-03 1.3040E--02 1.8444E--02 
1.0E-- 04 4.7421 E-- 04 9A265E-- 03 1.4995E-- 02 2.1289E-- 02 
3.0E--04 1.3079E--03 2.9750E--02 4.7237E--02 6.7263F,-- 02 
5.0E--04 1.8015E--03 5.4272E--02 8.5342E--(}2 1.2223E--01 
7.0E-04 2.7937E--03 1.0471F--01 1.6574E--01 2.3871E--01 
9.0E--04 1.3215E--02 1.6933E--01 2.6968E--01 3.8984E--01 
l.(}E--03 5.8285E--02 2.2887E--01 3.5628E--01 4.8818E--01 
~Under perturbations of the compatible system Ax = b by noise 
[,_'.SA AB] fi'om the normal distribution with mean 0 and standard de- 
viation a. The frequncies are fl = 0.450 llz and f2 = (}.:159 Hz, and 
N =65 and L = 14. 
where  a~, a(~, and a~o vary as follows: 
CASE 3. (rz~,cz;,C*~o } : {10-: ' .  10 -m, lO- t l} ,  
CASE 4. {cy~,a;,a~0 } = {10 - s ,10  -7 ,10-~},  
CASE 5. {a; ,  a ; ,  Cr~o } = {10 .4 ,1() -5 ,10-s} .  
For cases 3-5 we chose a random matr ix  X / E ~iox3 from the  stan-  
(lard normal  d is t r ibut ion  and set B / = AX i (2.5 < ILX'II < 4 and 1.4 -" 
]]Bill <_ 2.0). Then  we per turbed  the system AX ~ = B '  (i = 3 ,4 ,5)  
by noise [AA AB]  from the normal  d is t r ibut ion  w i th  mean 0. In case 
3, (A) the  s tandard  dev iat ion  of the  noise ranged from 10 - l l  to l0  -'1. 
In case 4, it ranged from 10 -~ to 10-4; ill case 5, f rom 10 -6 to 10 -4. 
For fixed i, XLS and XTLS denote  the t runcated  solut ions to the  noisy 
problems.  
Tab le  5 summar izes  the results for I[XLs -- XTLSl] and its bounds,  sin 0, 
and the scalar (as /a~)  2. All values represent  he average of the  outcomes  for 
100 trials. The  table shows (~rs/c*~) 2 es t imates  the  I IXLs -  XTI,S [[ qu i te  well. 
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TABLE 4 
CASE 2: COMPARISON a OF sin~bLs AND sin0LS AND OFF 
sin CTLS AND sin ~TLS 
a sin ~bLS sin OLS -t- tLS sin OLS 
7.0E-05 6.6645E--03 1.2255E--02 8.2135E--03 
9.0E--05 8.5048E--03 1.5628E--02 1.0332E--02 
1.0E--04 1.0338E--02 1.9018E--02 1.2714E--02 
3.0E--04 4.9285E--02 8.4540E--02 5.5317E--02 
5.0E--04 1.2037E--01 1.9826E--01 1.3209E--01 
7.0E--04 2.2184E--01 3.8278E--01 2.5948E--01 
9.0E--04 3.3563E--01 6.0650E--01 4.1709E--01 
1.0E--03 4.1923E--01 7.8111E--01 5.4511E--01 
a sin ~rLS sin0TL S -t- ETL S sin 0TL S 
7.0E--05 6.1604E--03 1.1493E--02 7.7769E--03 
9.0E--05 8.1620E--03 1.4365E--02 1.0075E--02 
1.0E--04 9.4265E--03 1.7451E--02 1.1918E--02 
3.0E--04 2.9750E--02 5.3809E--02 3.6994E--02 
5.0E--04 5.4272E--02 9.7650E--02 6.7033E--02 
7.0E--04 1.0471E--01 1.7926E--01 1.2737E--01 
9.0E--04 1.6933E--01 2.8606E--01 2.0268E--01 
1.0E--03 2.2887E--01 4.2287E--01 2.9795E--01 
aThe frequncies are f l  = 0.450 Hz and f2 = 0.459 Hz, and 
N=65and L= 14. 
TABLE 5 
COMPARISON a OF (O'S/Cry) 2, sin ~ AND sin t9 FOP, CASES 3-5 
i a sin 4, IIXLs - -  XTLS II sin ¢~/~/7 sin 0 (aS/a~) 2
3 1.0E--I1 4.9965E-- 15 1.1635E-- 14 3.0141E--14 4.2348E--15 2.3475E-- 14 
1.0E-- 10 5.2029E-- 15 1.3177E-- 14 3.1386E-- 14 4.4589E-- 15 2.6461E-- 14 
1.0E--09 1.2469E-- 13 4.3205E-- 13 7.5217E-- 13 1.1650E-- 13 4.4861E-- 13 
1.0E--08 1.2552E--11 4.4770E-- 11 7.5720E-- 11 1.1811E--11 4.2552E-- 11 
1.0E--07 1.2426E--09 4.3743E--09 7.4958E--09 1.1718E--09 4.2143E--09 
1.0E--06 1.2045E--07 4.2580E--07 7.2657E--07 1.1364E--07 4.2971E--07 
1.0E--05 1.2041E--05 4.3296E--05 7.2658E--05 1.1373E--05 4.2587E--05 
1.0E--04 1.1921E--03 4.2041E--03 7.1849E--03 1.1240E--03 4.3035E--03 
4 1.0E--08 1.6488E--09 3.4774E--09 2.1827E--08 1.9087E--09 1.1457E--08 
1.0E--07 2.2968E--09 5.5373E--09 3.0405E--08 2.4920E--09 1.3999E--08 
1.0E--06 1.2709E--07 3.4808E--07 1.6823E--06 1.2914E--07 4.4896E--07 
1.0E--05 1.2274E--05 3.3037E--05 1.6248E--04 1.2474E--05 4.1894E--05 
1.0E--04 1.1695E--03 3.1715E--03 1.5487E--02 1.1888E--03 4.3070E--03 
5 1.0E--06 2.1303E--06 7.2403E--06 2.6030E--05 2.1508E--06 1.1101E--04 
1.0E--05 1.1459E--05 4.5995E--05 1.4001E--04 1.2131E--05 1.3532E--04 
1.0E--04 1.0983E--03 4.4583E--03 1.3399E--02 1.1244E--03 4.2291E--03 
aA E ~R 3°x Io and B~ E ~30×3.  Tile numerical rank of A is 7 in all cases. The simulation 
is described in Section 5. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper new perturbation theory is presented for orthogonal pro- 
jection methods with applications to LS and TLS. A model for orthogonal 
projection methods is established (Section 2) to "solve" the overdetermined 
system of linear equations AX ~. B.  It is shown that the minimum norm 
solution XM is completely determined by the kernel of the lower rank ap- 
proximation to (A B]. Also, interesting relationships between the solution 
and an orthonormal basis for the kernel are proven. If M - TLS, then the 
model specializes to well-known TLS model. 
Lower and upper perturbation bounds for the solution using method M 
are presented (Section 2). Thc bounds are in terms of the subspace angle 
and the norms of the solutions. Then it is shown how the subspace angle 
can t)e bounded (Section 2) in terms of the fittings, corrections, and pertur- 
bation. This leads to new perturbation bounds for LS and TLS (Section 3). 
In particular, wc considered the perturbation of compatible systems where 
thc coefficient matrix is exactly rank deficient. (A) The analysis hows that 
usually the TLS upper bound is smaller than the corresponding LS pertur- 
bation bound in the presence of noise in all the data (Section 3), and hence 
the TLS subspace is less sensitivc (smaller subspace angle) to noise than 
the LS subspace. This is confirmed by numerical simulations in the per- 
turbation of rank-deficient compatible systems (Section 5). This explains 
the superiority of TLS over LS obserwtd in the engineering literature, such 
as in spectral estimation. 
Furthermore, the general perturbation bounds permit a comparison be- 
tween any two competing orthogonal projection methods. In particular, 
the LS and TLS solutions arc compared. The bounds identify the sub- 
space angle as a key factor in determining the similarities and differences 
between the two solutions, and the numerical results demonstrate he quan- 
tit)' (~k+t/cr~¢)2 is shown to be closely related to H XLs -  XTLS [1 (Section 4). 
The authors wish to thank Sabine Van Huffel, Musheng Wei, and the referee 
for their helpful suggestions. 
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